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Address Mixer Systems, Inc. 
190 Simmons Avenue 
Pewaukee 53072 
PoBox 10

Country USA

State Wisconsin

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
Mixer Systems is an American based manufacturer of three different types of mechanical, batch mixers for the glass & ceramic industries. The Turbin
mixer has set the standard for glass mixing and is a low profile, pan type compulsory mixer that mixes in as little as 90 seconds and can have up to 3
discharge doors. It is ideal for the float, container, fiberglass, tableware, frit and specialty markets. The Planetary mixer is a stationary pan design with
a unique counter current mixing action for standard or difficult to mix materials. This open pan concept keeps the level of the batch to a minimum and
can provide faster cycle times. The single shaft mixer is a lower cost, lower maintenance mixer that has lower operating costs with very little wear and
tear to the mixer.

These mixers give quick, homogeneous blending for wet or dry mixing. Cullet & batch pre heating systems preheat cullet & raw glass batch before it
enters the furnace to reduce melting costs. The Hammermill crusher crushes waste glass to be remelted in the furnace. Bottom discharge & rollover
skip hoists can lift batch / bulk material to areas where there is little space available.
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